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Summary
This paper introduces a new design of a network service access control system using address control in IPv6 environments. In this system, we proposed network blocking and isolation methods for unknown users or hosts. The IPv6 network security management used should keep providing good performance to network devices and keep network load as low as possible as the number of IPv6 nodes increases. To reduce this load, we do not use additional protocol stack and special network equipment. In this paper, an efficient method using IPv6 ICMPv6 is presented. We aim to minimize signaling and packet delivery cost while keeping access control service using address control.
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Introduction
As the scale of modern day networks expanding, network administrators of firms, research institutes, and schools are spending more and more time and money on network address (IP/MAC) managements with no great efficiency. In addition, illegal network address usages by unauthorized personnel are causing network address collisions, network failures, and security issues. The severity of such network management and security issues are not only presented in the current IPv4 networks, but also in the next generation IPv6 networks which are in occasion evaluated as some critical problems. This is because the same spoofing and sniffing attacks can technically be applied also on IPv6 systems. Therefore, it is vital to develop a method that can significantly improve the reliability and stability of networks and systems through studies on real-time platform technologies that can secure network resources of network equipments and server terminals. This thesis plans on designing a system which can block and control networks to efficiently manage IPv6 network resources in real-time by monitoring the IP and MAC addresses used by a network in Link-Local units to execute network access control on unauthorized users and terminals and then isolating the terminal from the network. This can prevent a certain user from altering the IP address or the network interface card of network equipments or server terminals. In addition, the administrator can manage numerous network resources when introducing a new network resource equipment which allows efficient resource management and rapid response to network problems.

2. Network Service Access Control Methods

2.1 Network Access Control
This network access control system manages the network in Link-Local Scope units. It collects 2nd and 3rd level address situations through the agents installed per each Link-Local Scope unit and executes network access control based on related policies.
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The general host and agent making up a network each have one network interface card of which each card has one fixed interface ID. When a terminal in an IPv6 network receives a unicast address through automatic address creation and duplicate address detection processing the terminal will be granted access to the network. Therefore, it is necessary to acquire a method that manages address authentications to control network access.

The network access control of the IPv6 host is executed in procedures of collecting network resource information, blocking network entrance, isolation of the IP address in use from the network, and policy upkeep on continuous reuse attempts. Unauthorized users must reexamine their initial IP to use through an ICMPv6 message in order to access the network. The access control system here checks whether the user is authorized based on the policies stored per Link-Local Scope and sends an ICMPv6 response message in cases of when the user is unauthorized which eventually prevents that user from using the network address.

2.1.1 Network Resource Info Collection

To operate the access control system of a universal network resource, it is vital to be aware of the information on the available resources in the Link-Local Scope. With IPv4, a maximum of 254 ARP responses and endurable constant time of the request are required within the C-class unit network to search the IP resource in use. However, expansion of the host ID field length due to the expansion of the address length and available resource collection of sequential QA method due to automatic address allocation are actually impossible. To collect the available resources, monitoring period on the network information on initial system operation is required and this time is identical to the time out period of adjacent node access delay detection of the default gateway router.

There are two meanings when the information collecting period of network resources equals the time out period of adjacent node access delay detection. First, every IPv6 terminals existing in the Link-Local Scope within the time out period of adjacent node access delay detection must send at least one packet to the network. The IPv6 terminal keeps the IPv6 neighbor entry cache in its memory. The neighbor nodes registered in this neighbor entry cache refreshes the information in the neighbor entry cache when packets are received that sets the corresponding address as the sender. If packets that set the corresponding addresses as the sender are not received during the time out period of adjacent node access delay detection, the corresponding node is deleted from the neighbor entry cache. Second, the identical neighbor entry cache with other IPv6 terminals in the Link-Local Scope can be maintained.

2.1.2 Network Entrance Block

The host using an IPv6 address must go through a duplicate address search procedures. This process is undergone in cases of receiving IPv6 address resources through manual address creation or automatic address allocation or also in cases of receiving IPv6 address resources through automatic creation due to address allocation. Terminals that wish to receive an IPv6 address must use neighbor request messages in their own solicited-node multicast address through an ICMPv6 message and then request for a 2 layer address. When there is a 2 layer request on the unauthorized host, the access control system creates and sends a response through a neighbor notification message to hide the fact that the corresponding IP resource is in use. If a duplicate address is found, the corresponding address cannot be allocated to the network interface.

2.1.3 IP Resource Isolation

Isolation of the IP resource in current use from the network requires methods other than binding it with the network interface through duplicate addresses. A method to handle neighbor request messages and path redirection messages is used in such cases.

The method to handle neighbor request messages is used to prevent authorized hosts from sending packets to hosts to isolate. Firstly, set the IPv6 address to isolate from the network as a 3 layer sender address and then create a neighbor request message with an address of other terminals located in the Link-Local Scope like the isolation subject terminal B. The data in this packet holds random 2 layer addresses and such packets are sent to the
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network. External terminals located within the Link-Local Scope alike the terminals subject for isolation has 2 layer addresses that holds data of packets that are created and sent by the agent at their neighbor entry cache and therefore these two random 2 layer addresses are used to send packets through the IP resource subject for isolation. In this case, the 2 layer address subject for address change request does not exist in the actual network or is the 2 layer address of the agent which prevents all terminals within the network affiliated to terminal B that is subject for isolation from sending packets to terminal B.

3. Network Service Access Control System

3.1 System Outline

The network service access control system can be distinguished into two features. Its first feature provides network resource information to the administrator and executes control functions. Its second feature directly controls the network resources through monitoring data and manual configurations of the administrator. For a proper designing of such features, it is required to distinguish the network resource monitoring program for resource collection notice and administrator function input with network access control agents that are in charge of Sniffing and Snoofing of IPv6 neighbor search protocols. This thesis gives a detailed description on the design and operation of the network access control agent but not on the detailed design of the network resource monitoring program.

3.2 Application of Network Service Access Control

The management system provides a feature to monitor IP addresses which is used in the current network. By using this system, the administrator can check IP address usage in real-time and block the IP addresses of unauthorized users based on the collected IP and MAD address resource information form the agent system.

3.2.1 Application of Network Info Collecting

The agent monitors all neighbor search protocols that are sent and received within the Link-Local Scope and independently records it in the DB system. The DB system receives network and IP information collected by the dispersed agents. Such information is centrally managed to prevent duplicate IP address usage and gather statistics on the overall IP usage.

During system activation and time out period of initial adjective node access deny detection, it is required to monitor not only the neighbor search protocols but also all IP packets that are collectable within the Link-Local Scope.
Scope. Collection of neighbor search protocols and detection of network connection on packet forwarding which starts during the initial network information collecting period after the first system activation is possible. It is because the IP address is converted into 2 layer MAC address when initially sending a packet. However, the sending and receiving of neighbor search protocols may not be found in cases of network connection valid before the system became active because the 3 layer IP address and 2 layer MAC address are all stored in the neighbor entry cache. But such monitoring on all IP packets are only required during the initial operation. After packet monitoring during the time out period of adjacent node access deny detection, monitoring the neighbor search protocol alone can maintain an updated network resource.

3.2.2 Application of Network Access Control

The administrator blocks the IP address of unauthorized users and the ones that violates the related policies to block access to the network service and strengthen its security.

Fig. 5 describes the process that blocks access to the network service by preventing a specific IP address from binding with the network interface in a situation where the administrator orders a blocking command on a specific IP address with a monitoring program. In a IPv6 system, its host ID is almost impossible to post unlike the IPv4, so a method that issue options that allows the IP resource to be usable in the monitoring program must be applied. In the case where the IPv6 terminal tries to access the network service, a normal network address binding is authorized if the IP is authorized but otherwise it must be prevented.

Even the network access control method of allowing network address resources to only the authorized users cannot completely prevent an illegal use of the network address resources with an IP address disguised to be of the authorized major network equipments and server resources. Such problems can be solved using a method that fixes the IP address through the binding of IP and MAC addresses. In the case where attempt is made through a MAC address fixed to the corresponding IP through the monitoring of the packet that is starting the duplicate address inspection for network address acquirement, no interruption in network address acquirement through packet creation is made and response is made to duplicate address requests in alternate cases which prevents the network address resource with a fixed IP from binding with network interface cards with MAC addresses other the ones set by the administrator.

3.2.3 Application of Network Isolation

The administrator can check the addresses of the currently available network resources through a monitoring program and isolates the network address resource of an unauthorized user from the network to block network access services. If data of the name allocated in the IPv6 terminal, OS type, or other software and hardware information can be simultaneously collected and stored in a separate database during the network information collecting process, the administrator can issue a more accurate judgment on whether the IP address is owned by an authorized user or an unauthorized user.

Fig. 6 describes the process that isolates the terminal that is deemed to be used by an unauthorized user from the network. In the situation where IPv6 terminal A receives a network prefix from a default router in the network to perform a normal IP address binding, the administrator orders a network isolation command through a monitoring program. The agent creates and sends a packet to IPv6 terminals B and C which disguises the agent of owning the 2 layer MAC address of IPv6 terminal A, and then updates the Neighbor Entry Cache of terminals B and C. It also notifies terminal A the agent address as the default router address to allow the IPv6 terminals A, B, C to send packets to the agent and isolate the IPv6 terminal A from the Link-Local area.
Conclusion

Based on the IPv6 network, this thesis designed a system which prevents unauthorized users from using the network through the features such as network address setup, duplicate address exploring, layer address change, and path redirection that are controlled by ICMP and ARP of an IPv4 system that allows an IPv6 terminal to access the network and receive IPv6 resources or from preventing unauthorized users from continuous use of the network server through pre-assigned resources.

The network service access control system on IPv6 address control requires a more complex form of features than the ones in IPv4 due to enhancements in security and IPv6 address application and also consumes more system and network resources. However, the network service access control system presented in this thesis can be also employed only through agents in Link-Local Scope units according to security policies and the presence of security-threatening users without additional protocols or the employment of special network equipments for management.

However, there is the problem where of load generating due to packet creation on all terminals within a Link-Local system or terminals other than the ones subject for blocking. Such performance-related problems due to the absence of packet transfer methods in broadcast formats are deemed to improve in future researches.
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